FIS REINSURANCE
MANAGER
A Complete Automated Solution for Ceded
Reinsurance Management
As reinsurance plays a more prominent role in
reducing risk, ceded contracts are also increasing in
quantity and complexity. Without fully automated
systems and processes, you can struggle to
calculate and track reinsurance efficiently and get a
clear view of your operation’s health and wealth.

FIS® Reinsurance Manager provides a complete,
centralized solution for ceded reinsurance
management, with the automated, auditable
infrastructure you need to improve efficiency,
deepen analytics and standardize information.
Scalable and source-independent, Reinsurance
Manager provides secure, repeatable processes for
contract maintenance, billing, and operational,
financial and statutory reporting. So, you can
streamline your reinsurance operations and make
them as effective and productive as possible.

REDUCE COMPLEXITY

DRIVE ACCURACY

TAKE CONTROL

Manage and track the most
complicated reinsurance
contracts with flexibility while
minimizing your operational costs.

Eliminate errors by automating
and integrating processes, and
reducing reliance on spreadsheets
and legacy systems.

Run auditable and repeatable
reinsurance operations and
provide complete oversight with
real-time reporting and analytics.
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IMPROVE CONTRACT MAINTENANCE

BILL AND PAY AUTOMATICALLY

With a central reinsurance repository underpinning
your operations, Reinsurance Manager allows
you to handle both treaty and facultative contract
maintenance more easily and automatically
calculate excess of loss and proportional
reinsurance, and premium and loss cessions.

Integrating seamlessly with your general ledger
and supporting multiple billing document formats,
Reinsurance Manager automates both accounts
payable and accounts receivable processes, as well
as the aging of payables and receivables, and open
balance monitoring.

REPORT EFFECTIVELY
The solution provides a library of standardized but
fully customizable management and operational
report formats, and a powerful online financial
reporting tool. Plus, you can facilitate statutory
reporting with our optional FIS® Reinsurance
Regulatory Manager.

Manage reinsurance with less risk and complication.
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